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Possible Defense Industry Impact of Trump’s Presidency
•

Reagan-esque plans to rebuild military, increase defense spending, but unclear how
Sequestration issue gets resolved, particularly if there are plan for infrastructure spending

•

Likely will be more Defense industry friendly than the last 8 years and will seek to remove
Executive Orders that have been burdensome for all sizes of companies, but as a populist
will not want to be seen as favoring big business and will be interested in ensuring that
taxpayer is getting a good deal (i.e. recent comments on certain contracts – follow-on Air
Force One and JSF). Communications with labor unions and manufacturing – more in US.
– Executive Order on Jan 30 Reducing Regulations and Controlling Regulatory Costs
– Executive Order on Feb 24 Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda (reg. reform officers)
– Reducing overall corporate income tax should also generally benefit Defense companies

•

More nominations to appointments will be announced in the coming weeks and will have
to see who files positions below James Mattis., trend appears to desire successful
businessmen but some SecArmy and SecNavy complicated by financial holdings.
Uncertain, what will transpire with AT&L position vacancy.

•

Focus initially likely on stated top three priorities:
– Immigration
– Health care
Trump presidency looks positive for defense
– Jobs
industry but many variables yet unknown
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Scene setter
• Trump election and “Trump Bump” for defense

• Trump Executive Orders on Reducing Regs.
• Trump and trade – “Buy American”; but don’t overpay
• Trump address to Congress and ~+$58B DoD add
–$603B topline for FY2018 request; FY17 Supplemental $30B

•Congress utilizing Congressional Review Act of 1996
– regarding rule implementing President Barack Obama’s executive order on fair
pay and safe workplaces;

• Congress and Budget:
–Possible standalone FY17 appropriations spending bill released this week ($590B);
–Defense FY17 Supplemental
–has Mid-march Debt Limit deadline and CR through Apr 28

• Confirmation hearings, healthcare, and immigration

• FY2018 NDAA building off reforms from FY2017
–Expected in May 2017
–Possible topics include Requirements process, Sustainment, and issues in McCain’s
“Restoring American Defense” blueprint

•Judicial branch challenges to
Executive Orders
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Possible Congressional Activity for 115th Congress
• Confirmation hearings (executive positions, supreme court)
• Repeal of Affordable Care Act, reconciliation process
• March 16, expiration of unlimited debt ceiling; use of
“extraordinary measures”
• HASC mid-April release of draft acquisition reforms
• April 28, expiration of Dec 9, 2016, FY17 Continuing Resolution
• Defense Funding Sequestration
• May markups of FY2018 National Defense Authorization Act
(NDAA)
• Tax reform

An ambitious year and both sides will likely
want to draw battle lines to play to their base.
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Reported Common Issues Facing Manufacturers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulation and traceability across supply chain
Product development and innovation
Manufacturing skills gap
Healthcare costs
Environmental concerns and considerations
Balancing maintenance with throughput
Automation and robotics

While some of these issues outside our mandate, many of
these are issues that NDIA Manufacturing Division and
Policy Team can work together to study and address.
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V ision
NDIA is the trusted leader in defense and national security
associations

Mission Statement
NDIA engages thoughtful and innovative leaders to promote
the best policies, practices, products and technology for
warfighters and others who ensure the safety and security of
our nation.
Champion issues that contribute to the strength, resiliency and
capacity of the industrial base
Build a vigorous, responsive and collaborative community in
support of defense and national security
Convene legal and ethical forums for exchange of ideas,
information, viewpoints and capabilities
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3/7/2017

NDIA Policy

V ision
Leading ideas and influencing actions in defense of
industry and in defense of the nation

Mission Statement
To persistently monitor, collaboratively develop, and
creatively educate key stakeholders on policies critical
to national security and defense industries.

Policy as a tool for advancing NDIA’s broader Vision and Mission
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Industrial Base
Strategic Vision

Workforce Development
Cy ber Security
Defense Resourcing
Innovation
International Engagement
Sustainment and Logistics
Technological Superiority
Streamlining Acquisition

Technological
Superiority

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acquisition Strategies

FY17 NDIA Focal Areas

FY2017 NDIA Policy Plans
Increase NDIA exposure & impact through policy expertise
•
•
•
•
•

On the Hill
With new Trump Administration
In traditional and non-traditional media
Further strategic academic/thinktank/etc. partnerships in policy
Leveraging resources of Sr. Fellows, Divisions, and Chapters

Continue to increase policy value to our NDIA members and potential
members
•

Continued excellence in summarizing/distributing key info; expand where relevant;
and responding to notices/regulations
Producing concise, modern resources that crystallize the issues & guide discussion

•

Proposing innovative engagements; Standardizing processes for NDIA
policy interaction
•
•

When and how to get engaged on issues
Brainstorming and cost-benefit analysis, and alternative ideas
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Key FY2017 Legislative/Policy Issues include::
Budget/Defense Resourcing
Acquisition Improvement
Cyber Security

Manufacturing Division Goals
• Effective cooperation among defense industry, university, government and

military representatives is vital to U.S. defense manufacturing efforts. The
NDIA Manufacturing Division aids industry/government/academia
interaction in technology areas directly related to manufacturing research,
design, development, testing and production. Through such interaction, these
groups exchange information and views that benefit the development of
advanced technology for the war fighter.
• The division works to:
– Advocate national support for defense manufacturing.
– Promote defense manufacturing excellence.
– Support promising technologies, processes and implementation
methodologies.
– Conduct manufacturing research and study efforts.
– Conduct government/industry forums focused on defense manufacturing.
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Questions/Comments
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